PLMA 121

- Vertical rotary cutting tool
- Vertical rotary cutting tool
- Horizontal bandsaw
- Vertical bandsaw
- Sink and counter
- Exit to Plumas courtyard
- Portable tables
- Tool display
- Toolbox
- Desk w/ computer
- HAAS Machine Milling center
- Drill bit (Cincinnati)
- Drill bit (Bridgeport)
- Aratron V-plus
- Aratron EDM 350 (imprinting machine)
- HAAS Machine (spiralizes metal/makes spring)
- Do-All machine (creates treads and feeds for machinery)
- Do-All machine (creates treads and feeds for machinery)
- Do-All machine (creates treads and feeds for machinery)
- Republic machine (creates treads and feeds for machinery)
- Monarch machine (creates treads and feeds for machinery)
- Causing machine (creates treads and feeds for machinery)
- Drill bit (Rockwell)
- Storage
- Storage
- Toolboxes
- Toolboxes
- Storage
- Storage
- Storage
- Storage
- Storage
- Storage
- Storage

Capacity: 30
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